
Know your climate risk



Climate Risk
Markets, investors, and regulators are increasingly 
demanding that businesses measure their exposure to 
climate-related risk. But most organizations lack the 
tools to quantify this risk.

The Climanomics® risk analytics platform can help.
Established by the G20 
Financial Stability Board 
(FSB) in 2015 to “develop 
voluntary, consistent 
climate-related financial 
risk disclosures for use by 
companies in providing 
information to investors, 
lenders, insurers, and 
other stakeholders,” 
TCFD is:

Private sector led. 
Policy neutral.

“Increasing transparency 
makes markets more 
efficient and economies 
more stable and 
resilient.” 
  - Michael R. Bloomberg
     Chair, TCFD

The Task Force on 
Climate-Related 
Financial 
Disclosures

Climate Answers
The Climanomics® risk analytics platform empowers 
decision-making by putting a price on both 
transition and physical risk. With 'one-click' climate 
scenarios covering periods of 1-80 years, the 
platform enables reporting and disclosure consistent 
with the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD).

Designed and built by The Climate Service, an 
unparalleled team with advisors including four IPCC 
Nobel-Prize winning scientists, the platform quantifies 
climate risk to help organizations measure risk, manage 
exposure, and drive change.

The Climate Service is working to embed climate risk 
into global decision-making, and helping investors and 
corporations move from business-as-usual to action.
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The Climanomics® Risk Analytics Platform
Subscription to the Climanomics® platform provides data on both transition and physical risk 
and opportunity for investors, financial services professionals, and corporations in a variety of 
industries. Reporting in financial terms helps companies communicate climate risk effectively 
and embed climate data in decision-making and reporting.

The Climate Service delivers:

PERFORMANCESECURITY SCALABILITY

Enables reporting and disclosure consistent with the TCFD framework

Reports transition and physical risks and opportunities in monetary terms to empower 
decision-making

Provides global coverage with property/asset to portfolio-level analysis, multiple 
climate scenarios and a time horizon of 1-80 years

Powered by transparent methodology and rigorous science



For more information and a demo of the Climanomics® 
analytics platform contact:

James McMahon, CEO, The Climate Service
phone: +1 212 519 7596
email: jmcmahon@theclimateservice.com

www.theclimateservice.com/solution
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